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~
 MIMI YOUNG

I hope. . . you feel encouraged to embrace the 

paranormal, and increasingly experience just how 

normal the paranormal actually is. 
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WELCOME TO THE UNSEEN

My name is Mimi Young, and I am a Han-Taiwanese Canadian, living, working, and playing on the unceded and 
traditional territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Mus�ueam), Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (S�uamish), and Sel̓íl̓witulh (Tsleil-Waututh) 

Nations, otherwise known as Vancouver, Canada. I am also a spirit communicator.

�e vast majority of us live as modern humans in highly industrialized and digitized milieus. �ere is an inaccurate cliché 
within spirituality: that the closer to slow, DIY, o�-the-grid living we are, the more enlightened and 'spiritual' we also are. 
My perspective is the medium cannot be confused with the message, as spirituality is needs to be inclusive for all. walks of 
life and all lifestyles. Spirituality is the substance via our daily practices, and is not found in the medium of setting alone. 

Another way to put it: we can live with and walk alongside spirits and the Unseen regardless if we reside in a high rise or a 
remote farm. And further to this: foraged-nettle-pesto that we have made by hand ourselves does not make us any closer 
to Spirit than ordering dinner from DoorDash. Spirituality is an inner commitment of practice, rather than the external 

alone. 

In May 2021's issue, I welcome you to explore the Unseen with spirits that are o�en overlooked even in the animist's 
tradition: machine and digital spirits. In my feature story, ENOUGH TO TIDE ME OVER: Communicating with Machine + 

Digi�al Spirits, I share memories and clues on how we can all connect with a reality that so o�en go unnoticed. I hope by 
sitting with the energies of the story, you feel encouraged to embrace the supernatural, and increasingly experience just 

how normal the supernatural actually is. 

To further honour machine and digital spirits, and to support your connection with them in relatable, practical, and 
e�ective ways, I'll also be teaching MACHINE + DIGITAL SPIRITS, a live-stream e-course on June 15. Sliding scale 

tuition, and replay available for all ticket holders. 
 

 Yours,
 
 

 Mimi Young
Editor of Unseen Journal + Founder of Ceremonie

PS. As a solopreneur, I would also like to say thank you ahead of time for honouring my work. Please feel free to print ONE copy of this magazine 
for your personal, non-commercial use and enjoyment. If you share any short excerpts on social media, full credit and ta�ing of myself 

@shopceremonie and the corresponding photographer must be included. If you feel called to share this content with others, please only do so by 
using the link to join my mailing list. Please take the time to read my note on usage and copyright non-negotiables on the previous page. �ank 

you for honouring this so I can continue to bring this to you every month for free. 

Letter from the Editor

https://shopceremonie.com/events/machine-digital-spirits/


SMELLS LIKE 

TEEN GOSSIP:
TALES +  TIPS ON 

PSYCHIC SMELLING



My �rst time was when I was in junior high. A “mean girl” spread 
some rumour about me (eye roll—I was talking to her boyfriend— 
correction—her boyfriend was talking to me), and she claimed the 
rumour was started by someone else. It was the usual adolescent 
cocktail of hormones, drama, 'territory', and insecurities. �e 
scapegoated girl denied the words, but didn’t want to point �ngers 
either because it meant her own reputation was liable, and in high 
schools, reputation is everything.
 
Yet I could smell the girl whose boyfriend was talking to me every 
time I heard the rumour repeated. And though I never said why I 
knew, or why I believed the scapegoated girl, I didn’t see it as a 
moment of pride to intuitively know. I never did confront the “mean 
girl”, partly because I didn't think it was worthwhile (she was, a�er all, 
far more popular than I), and back then, I held space very di�erently. 
What was I supposed to say, anyway? "I know it was you because I can 
smell you?" Hardly a savvy thing to say. No, all I could do was silently 
bear the experience...and I wrote a parody to Kurt Cobain’s song, 
changing its name to "Smells like Teen [Gossip]".
 
I began having psychic scent experiences consistently when I was 19. 
At �rst, I'd ask others with me if they could also smell the scents. 
Rarely would the scents be with us on the physical level, which meant 
that I learned to stop asking others and just trust that the smells were 
coming from a di�erent plane. For the following decade or so, I 
navigated in the dark, running from it, learning from mistakes, then 
experimenting and befriending the gi�. It was lonely and full of 
stru�le. As hard as I tried, I couldn’t �nd anyone or anything that 
served as a resource for clairolfactance. It was as if all the other “clairs” 
(aka clairvoyance, clairaudience—aka the other psychic gi�s) got more 
attention and more status.

�e scents I perceived were o�en odours of cigarettes, cologne and 
perfumes, �owers and other plants, speci�c foods, and human musk. 
�e scents were arbitrary, uninvited, and unexpected. I never knew 
when I would smell them, and o�en didn’t know what they meant. For 
years, I would also stru�le with receiving them. My mother attended 
an evangelical Christian church, and paranormal activities other than 
praying in tongues was considered to be the Devil's work. Why was I 
receiving the scents? What were they for? And was I destined to 
eternal �ames if I were to engage with the scents or with those who 
sent them?
It’s worth mentioning that scent is the only sense that goes straight to 
the limbic system without other processing. �e limbic system is a set 
of brain structures that supports a variety of functions including 
emotion, behaviour, motivation, long term memory and olfaction. 
�eta brain waves are also o�en associated with memory, emotion, 
and beliefs. Since scent is the only sense that can access the limbic 
system directly and without �ltering, it also means that scent contains 
keys to unlock our truest truths and experiences. >>

I smell things. 

Some describe this 

as an extra-

sensory scen�, 

clairol�action or 

clairol�ac�ance. 

Others simply call 

it psychic smelling. 
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Continued from previous page.. .

 
 For those who experience psychic smelling (also known as clairolfactance or 
clairolfaction), extra-sensory scent is a SUPER tool to wisdom. �is could be 
to access future potentials, unlock pasts, receive spirit or ancestral knowledge, 
receive warnings and encouragements with accuracy and relevance.
 
Clairolfactance was the gi� that led me into the world of the occult, the 
shamanic, and the magickal, de�ning me as who I am today. It’s also what I 
have kept secret and silent for far too long. It was -- and is -- what makes me 
feel alive as a witch.

Here's a summary of what I did that may be also helpful for you if you think 
you are experiencing clairolfactance:

• Pay attention to what you're doing and thinking about when you receive the 
scents. Sometimes there is a correlation; an example would be you ask a 
�uestion and then a scent arrives (the scent could serve as the answer from 
Spirit).

• Once you receive the scent, tune in and ask what is the most automatic 
association with the scent. �is is an intuitive exercise, not an intellectual 
one.

• Scents o�en relate to speci�c people, animals, emotions or behaviours. For 
instance, I can smell scents that relate to my loved ones and professional 
connections, as well as greed, dishonesty, lust, and gossip to name a few.

• If a particular scent continues and grows in intensity / fre�uency, ask 
yourself if the scent is functioning as a warning or an encouragement. My 
experience is that one that grows in intensity/ fre�uency are warnings or a 
call to action of some form, which then begs us to examine what needs to be 
paid attention to and to possibly change. When the smell discontinues, then 
it can be a sign that the danger has been avoided.

• I can also smell speci�c plant scents that don't relate to a speci�c person / 
emotion, but rather, it's the presence of the plant teacher herself, lending me 
wisdom or nurturance. If you smell speci�c plants that aren't associated with 
anyone/anything, consider this a loving pat on the back, with the plant 
o�ering their uni�ue medicine to you.

• Psychic smelling can be layered with other forms of intuition or divinatory 
practises. �ere are times when I consult Tarot or the I Ching a�er I receive a 
scent download, or have even embarked on a shamanic journey to seek 
further clarity.
 
❖

 
�is story is from Ceremonie’s Spirit Stories Archives. 
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In my On-Demand Esoteric 

Courses, PSYCHIC SMELLING 

(CLAIROLFACTANCE) I share 

how I’ve channeled, developed, 

and refined clairolfactance as 

both a gift and a skill with 

accuracy, reliability, and 

reverence for the spirit worlds. I 

also cover how to develop skills 

and tips for any of you who are 

navigating your reality with this 

gift, as well as answer questions 

that you may have relating to 

this phenomenon.

MORE INFO



MACHINE 

+ DIGITAL 

SPIRITS
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6. 15. 2021

live-stream with replay

sliding scale tuition



Learn to invite, interpret, and 

befriend machine and digital spirits 

as a way to work with psychic 

consciousness and energies

ENROLL IN THIS COURSE

https://shopceremonie.com/events/machine-digital-spirits/


MACHINE +  

DIGITAL SPIRITS
6. 15. 2021

live-stream e-course with replay
sliding scale tuition

In the animist’s tradition, all things are energy and have some form of consciousness. 
It is the animist that relates with a cup as more than a cup, or a chair as more than a 
chair. In the age of information and hyper-connectivity, the animist can also relate 
with machines and digital spirits, and as magick practitioners, it’s in our nature to 
look at what is hidden beneath the vast powers of computers and other mechanical 
and arti�cial intelligences, to access the Unseen beyond Nature and conventional 
spirits and relate with the very real spirits of the machine and digital world. Magick 
is in the now, no matter where and what ‘the now’ is.

By doing this, humans are able to approach what we create, what we generate, and 
what we consume with a sense of calm wisdom and collaborative responsibility. By 
making allies with machine and digital spirits, we can learn how to live intuitively 
and magickally in our current modern reality without the need to label only the 
natural world as ‘spiritual’. �e return-to-self is not only on plant medicine retreats in 
the woods (which are deeply consumption-based); the return to self can happen right 
here on your iPhone (which you already have). �e consciousness of technology 
invites us to step into a refreshed sense of awareness, intuition, self-commitment and 
empowerment. Modernity can also be spiritual.
 

14    UNSEEN  |  MAY 2021 ....................................................................................................................................................................................

This is not science fiction: The energy and currents of human-made 

tools, technology, and electronics have consciousness, can 

communicate psychically, and hold space.



Join Mimi Young, spirit communicator and founder of CEREMONIE, for a 2-hour 
e-course that includes in-depth and hands-on learning so you can begin or sharpen 
your existing spirit and magickal practice with machine and digital spirits. 
 
In this MACHINE + DIGITAL SPIRITS live-stream (with replay), we will cover:
• What machine and digital spirits are
• How they manifest in our devices, our homes, in other spaces, and in the world
• Machine roles / duties and how they are similar and di�erent from nature-based 
spirits
• How machine and digital spirits relate to the Yin and Yang principles
• How machine and digital spirits relate to the I Ching
• How to connect with machine and digital spirits, and how to channel machines
• How machine and digital spirits can be an interface for other energies
• Energies complimentary to machine and digital spirits
• What it means when things go glitchy or are mysteriously not working / are 
working again
• �e energetic cautions with working with machine and digital spirits
• Activities / practices that honour machine and digital spirits
• Attendees will also have a chance to ask speci�c �uestions relating to the machine 
and digital spirits in their lives (available to live-stream attendees ONLY)

ENROLL IN THIS COURSE

https://shopceremonie.com/events/machine-digital-spirits/
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Plant Spirit Magick Spotlight

With the Super Pink Moon on April 26 behind us, 
the ener� that was brought forth was activating 
in a variety of ways for many of us. Some may feel 
it in subtle, energetic ways; for others, more 
palpable shi�s in the 3D. Here are some helpful 
plant allies that can support the transition of 
stepping through the various doorways and 
thresholds in your life.

PL A N TS  AS SO CI AT E D  W I T H  CRO S SI NG  
T H R E SHOLD S  A N D  N EW  STA RTS  

• Vetiver: To root and to centre  

• Carrot Seed: Seed as a form of hope — calling clarity for an 

individual, a family, or a community  

• Patchouli: To dance with Change and the Unknown 

• Cedar: To o�er solidity and strength 

• Rosemary: To re-member as we begin again  

•Orange: To release burdens and restore joy  

• Eucalyptus: To circulate and accelerate 

• Geranium: To a�rm the frightened inner child  

• Hops: To allow rest and restoration within the whole being 

 

❖

LEARN TO WORK WITH PLANTS MAGICALLY

https://shopceremonie.com/shop/plant-spirit-healing-4hr-intensive/


E NO UG H  T O  T I DE  M E  OV E R

Communicat ing  with  Machine  +  D ig i ta l  Spi r i t s

Feature Story

especially savvy in the industry. Yet, his friends and associates 
would solicit his expertise whenever their businesses had a tech 
need. And because Dad’s approach to working with computers 
was unconventional – he didn’t have the industry’s training to 
in�uence his approach – some newly referred clients may 
initially �uestion his capacity to deliver, yet any scepticism 
around his credibility from these new clients was consistently 
short lived. 

People would bring their laptops to him, or call to re�uest he 
visit their o�ce. My father would sit with the computer, tune-
in and feel what was truly wrong, and would begin intuitively 
working towards remedying the issue. Clients would say, the 
last IT person already tried this, or, no—the last IT person said 
this was not the problem, and Dad would nod and do his thing 
anyway. He had a 100% solve rate. 

*  *  *

As all children, my world was shaped by my reality and 
surroundings. We spent time outdoors in the nearby forest or 
playground with the neighbourhood kids, travelled in packs on 
our bikes with walkie talkies that only operated within fairly 
close range, but on a rainy day or when the days grew dark early, 
we spent time at home with the “real toys” and make shi� ones. 

My father is a self-taught computer programmer. During the 
DOS days, I remember taking turns with my brother, playing 
Lode Runner on a refurbished Commodore 64 (and later on, the 
Apple Macintosh), while my father worked on installing 
so�ware onto clients’ new machines in his home o�ce (which 
he has always called his computer room) while my mom was out 
working. My brother and I also played with old motherboards, 
and used them as part of the intricate Lego landscapes we built. 
Sometimes Transformers and My Little Ponies would also join 
the multi-verse party, but no matter what, the motherboards 
were there. �e black “micro” chips (a stretch to even fathom 
they were even deemed micro at one point in history) that 
belonged in these old computers, which were about the size of a 
Pink Pearl eraser, were o�en used as stools, tables or even lily 
pads for the toys, since the chips’ sharp teeth sunk into the 
plush carpets my parents’ home had back then. �e dot matrix 
printer’s dotted “paper lace” trim were o�en folded into 
accordions to de�ne boundaries with the toys’ living spaces, and 
o�en used to represent white picket fences.

Dad was not religious (still isn’t), but he had his rituals (still has 
them). One ritual was a�er his morning co�ee (which continues 
to this day) in the same grey Motorola-branded mug, he would 
spend time in his computer room and tinker. Whether he was 
writing code, retrieve what was believed irretrievable data from 
a client’s machine, or updating so�ware, he spent time with 
these machines, what he always referred to as “maintaining an 
open channel” with them. He said that it was this open channel 
that allowed and continues to allow him to hear them. Spending 
time with them kept the channels open. I had no idea how my 
father was talking about magickal currents and our personal 
resonance in relationship to another, as he has never once 
described himself as an intuitive or psychic person, but I have 
no doubt that his terminology was what shaped my own way of 
relating with the Unseen. 

Dad did not attend any formal schooling in computer sciences 
and so�ware development, and he had never considered himself 

�e week a�er the Lunar New Year, 

Dad brought my brother and I to K-

Mart so we could use our lucky red 

envelope money to each select a toy. 

My brother and I agreed on splitting 

the cost for Super Mario Brothers 2. 

While holding the cartridge still in its 

closed box, Dad held it then placed it 

back on the shelf before selecting an 

identical box of the same game. �at 

other one had a virus, he said.
*  *  *

>>
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Communi
cating 
with 

Machine 
+ Digital 

Spirits



*  *  *

One Saturday morning, Dad sat with oolong tea instead. 

You’re not drinking coffee anymore? I asked.

Not today. �e coffee grinder said it needs to res�, or it 
will be unhappy, he replied.

Forgetting that Dad had heeded the warning, Mom 
attempted to grind some coffee a�er lunch, and the 
grinder died.

*  *  *

>>

 

E N O U G H  T O  T I D E  M E  O V E R

C ommun ic at ing  w i th  Mach ine  +  D ig i t a l  Sp i r i t s

Continued from previous page.. .
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E N O U G H  T O  T I D E  M E  O V E R

Communicat i ng  w i th  Mach ine  +  D ig i t a l  Sp i r i t s



Fast forward to when I was 21 years old, and as a legal adult (by international de�nition, since 19 years is 
the legal age in Canada) in the year 2000, my friends and I went to Vegas during the summer (we were 
too inexperienced to know that it’s much more comfortable to go during the cooler months). Viewing the 
world through the glossy veneer of youth and the health we all took for granted then, we were drawn to 
Vegas from a place of curiosity and naiveté, hoping to experience the irresponsibilities of the exa�erated 
out-of-proportioned partying, bu�et dinner exhilaration, the sights-lights-and-sounds, …and… ...well… 
....boys (obvs).

Upon arrival, with martini in hand, one friend insisted that we made the combo for the room’s safe to be 
4321 because it was easy to remember. Me, also with martini in hand, paranoid that it was too easy for a 
random person to guess that, decided to securely stow my passport and extra wallet of a few bills and Visa 
for-back-up-use-only (which I was terri�ed of using because my parents had successfully drilled credit 
card debt phobia into my psyche) into a hidden sleeve in my lockable suitcase, then changed my mind 
two more times before placing it into another hidden sleeve in the same suitcase. We then did what 
(some) 21 year old women do: got changed and drank some more.

A�er changing and borrowing each others’ clothes and make-up for the umpteenth time, we �nally head 
to a random bar, and the rest gets pretty blurry. I recall two friends splitting up from the larger group and 
went o� walking on the Strip with two guys. I also recall heading to a casino at one of the larger hotels 
with the rest of the group. A�er initially getting our tokens sorted, a few sat down at various slot 
machines, I began noticing a scent: the scent of money, then a small voice: You didn’t lose i�, and you will 
have enough to tide you over.

I brushed o� the impression, convincing myself that I should have eaten something more substantial than 
a �stful of fries before drinking. I had no idea what it meant, anyway, I justify to myself.

My friend ran out of her tokens almost immediately, and I lent her a few of mine, when I realized that I 
had forgotten to move some of my US bills from my back up wallet I had hidden at the hotel. �e friend 
and I returned to our room, and naturally, by then, my working memory had checked out. Where I had so 
de�ly hidden my passport and wallet of cash? Checking the safe (perhaps I did leave it there?), and the 
hidden sleeve in my suitcase (the sleeve where I did not hide it), I could not, for the life of me, locate the 
money. Exasperated and resigned, and half-way sobered up by the imagined fear that maybe I had lost my 
passport, too, we headed back to the casino.

Our friends were where we le� them, eyes hungry to boast of bra�ing rights of a jackpot. My mind, still 
reeling from the combination of worry and martinis, lost its appetite to gamble. 

�en I smelled the scent of cash again, followed by the same small voice with the same words: You didn’t 
lose i�, and you will have enough to tide you over.

�is time, I began to wonder if I have what Dad has? And more pragmatically, where did I hide my 
passport and wallet? 

Tuning out the chatter and laughter of my friends, I felt drawn by a slot machine in the next row, a few 
over. Someone had just le� that machine, and I took their place. I felt the open channel, and this time, 
the message had become more precise, When you will have enough to tide you over, stop. 

Inserting my last few tokens, I pulled down the lever. Nothing. Pulled it again. Still nothing. Pulled it 
once more, and then jackpot. $220. Enough to tide me over. �en, taking the machine’s advice, I stop.

❖
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LEARN MORE ABOUT THE MYSTERY MENTORSHIP

"I don't feel that words quite have enough nuance for 

me to pinpoint the gratitude that I hold and the depth 

of value that I find in Mimi's wisdom and guidance. I 

want to acknowledge that, by stepping into who she is 

and by walking the path she is on, Mimi is illuminating 

a map for those of us of Han Chinese heritage, who 

have been swimming against the currents our entire 

lives. She is supporting us in our journeys back to the 

core of who we are, and gifting us access to the re-

planting of our ancient roots. Now that we see a path—

understanding that we all have our own paths—we can 

begin to walk towards it. Thank you, Mimi for putting 

language to that mysterious force and doing the 

difficult work of translation so we can understand the 

meaning behind our shared folk practices. I am very 

grateful, and I appreciate you."

 

— Jenny Lau @JMEOWWWW
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L O S I N G  YO U R  R E L I G I O N  
 &  R E B U I L D I N G  YO U R  

S P I R I T UA L I T Y
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LEARN ABOUT REMOTE SHAMANIC READINGS

"Wow...I am so incredibly touched by your reading. 

Words can barely express. It brought me to tears when I 

first read it. I have never experienced a reading quite 

like it! Thank you so much!!!! I wanted to reply right 

away but I figured I would sit with the reading for a bit 

first. There are so many interesting, synchronistic 

symbols woven throughout the entire reading, its hard 

to know where to start. . . . In general I just feel more 

supported throughout my day. I am looking forward to 

seeing where it is I go, and what my relationship with 

my spirit allies will become. The reading gave me so 

much hope and clarity."

 

— Paige Eustatia @RITUALANDROSEHIP

https://shopceremonie.com/about/testimonials/
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LEARN ABOUT REMOTE SHAMANIC READINGS

“I have had the honour of engaging with Mimi to journey for me on a number of occasions. 

Through this very personalized work, Mimi’s gift has afforded me an immense expansion of who 

I am on this earth. Understanding my life at a very different level has provided me with a 

guidance and knowledge that I wouldn’t otherwise have access to. Mimi’s ability of access this 

realm is beyond anything I imagined, until I experienced it. She is sweet, caring, generous and 

provides a level of description of her journey’s that created a feeling of being right there with 

her. For anyone who wants to expand their experience in this lifetime and is open to all that is 

available, I would strongly recommend engaging with Mimi. Thank you so much dear sweet 

Mimi, your gift to the world is priceless.”

 

— Patti Telford, Registered Nurse + Functional Nutritionist 

https://shopceremonie.com/about/testimonials/


HEALING

PLANTS
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G 

S

Since we attend to our skin daily, the approach of 

our beauty regimen can and should be one of 

reverence, compassion, and spiritual connection; 

each time you look in the mirror, see it as an 

opportunity to �ake delight in your unique 

radiance. Each potion is handcra�ed to order and 

is made in rituals that weave elements of core 

shamanism, witchcra�, and the occul�.

As the skin represents the body’s largest organ, it embodies both our physical 

and energetic barriers to the world beyond ourselves. It matters not whether 

the toxins are external from our environments, or self-induced from our own 

internal critics. At the hands of either one, our skin — and therefore our innate 

layer of protection — suffers. So we intentionally cra�ed our line of skin care 

products to confer both physiological and energetic support to your skin. �e 

physiolo� and frequency of the healing plant actives we use help to protect and 

fortify your skin’s structure, and synchronously shi� your internal landscape to 

one of self-accep�ance and radiance. Utilizing these magickal plants in our Skin 

Care collection offers a powerful way to achieve pure hydration, renewal and 

equilibrium of your skin — from the outside in and the inside ou�.

FACIAL TONER (HYDROSOL) // RENEWAL
�is alcohol-free Facial Toner made from pure distilled, 

healing botanicals is designed to refresh your whole being, 
restore your skin’s connection to itself, and promote a 

sense of rejuvenation. Rose o�ers relief from itching due to 
general dryness and irritation. Neroli �rms and tones skin.

THE RITUAL FACIAL ELIXIR
Formulated to replace conventional creams and serums, 

�e Ritual: Complete Facial Elixir is a nutrient-rich, highly 
absorbable oil-gel that synergizes Camellia �ower, German 

Chamomile, Rosehip, Carrot and Yarrow, o�ering 
hydration, balancing, and a re�ned brilliance while 

remaining gentle. On an energetic level, one’s eyes further 
sees the innate, natural beauty in all that exists. 

MORE INFO

MORE INFO

https://shopceremonie.com/shop/facial-toner-hydrosol-renewal/
https://shopceremonie.com/shop/the-ritual-complete-facial-elixir-beauty/


ARCHIVED  SPOTLIGH TS

THE HEY GIRL PODCAST
�e legendary host and writer, Alex Elle, sits down with me to discuss 
self-care, creating ritual and emotional curiosity, and untraditional 
healing work. 
 
                                         

LISTEN 
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BELONGING
 Although Becca Piastrelli and I had scheduled this conversation 

before any of us knew the extent of where we would be during 
this COVID 19 outbreak, what we had planned to talk about is 

very timely during these moments of Physical Distancing.
 

 LISTEN

LIVING OPEN

Eryn Johnson and I talk about my journey, my practice with core 
shamanism, ancestral plants and other ways for connection with your 
ancestors, and so much more.
                                         

LISTEN 

https://podyssey.fm/podcast/itunes1213443908/episode8605407-Unstoppable-hey-girl
https://podyssey.fm/podcast/itunes1420297989/episode8330429-initiation-social-distancing-Young-Belonging
https://podyssey.fm/podcast/itunes1143497810/episode7359438-Shamanism-Plant-Spirit-Medicine-Dreamwork-Shamanic-Practitioner-Young-Living-Open--Modern


THE SONG  SINGS  ITSELF

Betty Mulat aka Venetta, is an activist, visual artist, D� and producer. Venetta co-
founded music collective, NuZi, devoted to providing a platform for black women in 

the Vancouver electronic music scene. Her work is energetic and unpredictable, 
displaying techno, house, and acid. Venetta was selected for this issue of UNSEEN 

Magazine, as her music spotlights digital spirits artfully.

LISTEN TO VENETTA
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https://soundcloud.com/crackmagazine/live-at-new-forms-venetta


WAS  M Y  WOR K  OF  VA LU E  T O  YO U ?

What did you think of UNSEEN Journal, Issue 02?
How was my work of value to you?

With a contribution of $8, you can keep Unseen Magazine, 
a passion project + labour of love, thriving and growing. 
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SUPPORT UNSEEN JOURNAL

https://shopceremonie.com/contribution/




UNSEEN
Walking the Hidden Path

https://www.instagram.com/shopceremonie/
https://shopceremonie.com/

